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Oracle Accrual Plans from Requirements to Implementation 

Christine Rivera 

Los Alamos National Laboratory 

Implementing any new business software can be an intimidating prospect and this paper is intended to offer some 

insight in to how to approach this challenge with some fundamental r,ules for success. Los Alamos National 

Laboratory (LANL) had undergone an original ERP implementation of HRMS, Oracle Advanced Benefits, Worker Self 

Service, Manager Self Service, Project Accounting, Financials and PO, and recently completed a project to 

implement Oracle Payroll, Time and Labor and Accrual Plans. This paper will describe some of the important 

lessons that can be applied to any implementation as a whole, and then specifically how this knowledge was 

applied to the design and deployment of Oracle Accrual Plans for LANL. Finally, detail on the functionality available 

in Oracle Accrual Plans will be described, as well as the detailed setups.that were utilized at LANL. 

One of the most important first steps in any implementation is to clearly define the scope and intended 

functionality of the system you want to implement. At Los Alamos we were running Legacy Payroll and Time and 

Effort applications and within these we were calculating employee vacation and sick balances. We followed the 

first step of an ERP project and conducted a comprehensive requirements gathering and analysis. Like many 

others that I have been involved in what typically happens is that you gather requirements from the functional 

experts who are currently aware of how they perform functions and many of the requirements they give you 

reflect that reality. It is key at this point to ask probing questions that get to the heart of what their business needs 

are and not to gather detail on the way they are performing those functions. Another pitfall in requirements 

gathering can be to stay at too high of a level. There is a fine line between being in the weeds versus up at 20,000 

feet. If you don't get to the detail at the outset you will find yourself scrambling to address unknown requirements 

once in Production. Gathering accurate, meaningful requirements is a must to assure any chance of success. 

LANL made the decision to replace the legacy applications with Oracle Payroll and Oracle Time and Labor as this 

offered us optimum integration in our HRMS suite. With the software platform choice made we proceeded down 

a typical implementation path of bringing onboard key functional consultants for Payroll and OTL and holding a 

Conference Room Pilot. It is at this point, after fully analyzing the software, that the success of most ERP 

implementations hinge. Many gaps that are identified reflect company specific policies, policies that were created 

in an environment of a legacy application with that application's functionality in mind. It is at this moment that it 

is most important to identify the areas where change is possible. The more you can change your policies and 

practices to fit within the ERP software the smoother of an implementation you will have. That being said there 

are some requirements that are non-negotiable and that is okay, this is where you should focus your technical 

talents to create the system that is going to best meet your company's business needs. 

Our implementation was unique. We chose to implement Oracle Time and Labor with a Projects Timecard. All 

10,000 employees (both Exempt and Non-Exempt) at LANL are required to ente~ their weekly time in OTL and 

these hours are associated with a specific project and task. Because of our positive time entry model we also 

require all employees to enter their vacation or sick usage through OTL. All of our employees are paid through 

Oracle Payroll. We have one defined Payroll in HRMS through which we also pay Foreign Nationals utilizing the 

bolt-on software from Windstar. LANL is at the cutting edge of attempting to integrate Foreign National 

employees into the full flow of Oracle Time and Labor, Project Accounting, Payroll and Accrual Plans. Also, the 
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complexity of our time policies has led to the development of over 80 edit formulas firing on timecards within OTL 

and multiple Overtime and Premium Pay calculations in Payroll. 

Accrual Plan Requirements: 

The focus of this paper is to discuss our successful use of the functionality in Oracle Accrual plans to maintain the 

data associated with our employee's various paid time off plans. In acquiring our initial requirements we came to 

realize that our paid time off policies were complicated to say the least. To follow is a summary of some of what 

we needed to address: 

1. 	 Creating a streamlined process to make employees eligible for accrual plans 

2. 	 Two groups of employees receiving different annual sick and vacation accruals 

3. 	 Unique needs for determining years of service in order to identify an employee's accrual 

band 

4. 	 Accruals based on actual hours worked through OTL 

5. 	 All usage would be posted through on, no use of Absence Management 

6. 	 Proration of normal accruals for Part Time Employees 

7. 	 Suspending accruals for employees in certain Assignment Statuses or Employment 

Categories during the period that they are in that status 

8. 	 Evaluating employees weekly and calculating a weekly accrual even though accruals 

were posted biweekly 

9. 	 Enforcing a Ceiling within an Accrual Formula for employees in our Vacation Plan 

10. 	 An exception for employees hired priorto 1/1/08 who accrue as if they have 10 years of 

service even if their actual years of service is less than that 

11. 	 Numerous earning elements would be used to decrement the same plan, i.e. Sick, Sick 

Family, Sick Family FMLA, etc. 

12. 	 Foreign National employees using Expat Earnings would be participating in the plans 

13. 	 Certain employees within our plan accrue at a different rate and with a different ceiling 

than their years of service would dictate 

14. 	 Exceptions at the employee or plan level needed to be available to lift the normally 

enforced "ceiling" 

15, 	 Plans with no accrual were needed in order to maintain balances for employees who 

brought in vacation and sick time from Parent Companies or who were participating in 

our Catastrophic Leave Plan 
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The above are the requirements that we did address and we did so because it was possible with the use of 

configurable fields in Oracle and the creation of our accrual formula. There were other requirements that were 

significantly difficult to consider implementing so that we chose to make policy changes in order to minimize risk 

to the project. 

Addressing Requirements 

After reviewing the requirements we came to the conclusion that we would need to develop seven separate 

accrual plans. We would have two vacation plans, one for Grandfathered and one for Non-Grandfathered and two 

sick plans, one for Grandfathered and one for Non-Grandfathered. These plans would have our own Accrual 

Formula and Carryover Formula developed to go with them, as well as an initial informational element and earning 

elements to associate with the net calculation rules. 

We also developed three additional plans which have a "Shell" accrual formula attached to them. Basically the 

accrual formula always returns a '0' accrual. This was necessary so that we could automate the maintenance of a 

balance for employees who receive a set number of hours in a plan and then are allowed to use those hours via a 

specific earning element through on, although they never "accrue" more hours in these plans. By maintaining 

these balances under a separate plan we were also able to write specific OTl edits against the usage of these 

balances to ensure that employees would not overuse their available hours. 

Eligibility for LANL Vacation and Sick Plans: 

Making employees eligible for the appropriate accrual plan could have been a challenge with our current 

organizational setup . With an existing HRMS implementation without Payroll many of the People Group Segments 

had been defined and were in use for HRMS purposes and because of this employees with our custom HR 

Responsibilities were those who had access to update fields in the People Group. This same group maintains all of 

our People and Assignment data and therefore they are best positioned to identify which new hires are eligible for 

Vacation and Sick accruals. However, in order for an employee to be enrolled in a plan they need to have the 

eligibility element for the plan added at the element entry level. Access to element entries at LAN l is reserved for 

the Payroll team, who are not in the Human Resources Organization. To ensure that employee enrollment in 

accrual plans would be easy and minimize process issues we chose to define a People Group segment titled 

"Accrual Plan Eligibility" with values of "G" for Grandfathered and "NG" for Non-Grandfathered. This field is 

enterable through the HR responsibilities, and by creating a standard link for the eligibility element based on this 

criteria we are able to get employees into the plan by merely updating this People Group Segment. This solution 

eliminated the need for a second step of adding an element entry. To accomplish this without having other 

elements standard linked we created the original Informational Element without the Standard Link and then after 

generating the Eligibility Link we went back, deleted it and re-added only the eligibility link as a standard link for 

each of our four plans. 
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Standard tin'k Example: 

Elle ~dit '{jew Tools 'l!indow t:!elp ORACLE" 

,+ ~'0 ( '7 ~ '~' I ~ [) I'~ j I . .J. rfi ~ G r";I ~ ? 

Processing Type -- 

Element Name kTlmmm'T1;lpmWJ, • Becurring 


Description Vacation Plan· G Ngnrecurnng
rClassification PTa Accruals ... Standard 


- Eligibility Criteria 


Organization Group LAB ........ G 


Job Position 


Grade Location 


Employment Category Payroll Employee Bi.Weekly 


Salary Basis LiOk To All Payrolls 


Costing Qualifying Conditio~scellaneous 

- Costable Type 
Distribution Set Transfer To (2L I"Not Costed ~) Fi~ed Costed 

Costing 
~osted Qistributed 

BalancingI I 
Create in !;latch Mode Link Status .Complete 


Input Yalues 


Earning Elements - When creating the earning elements that would decrement our various accrual plans we 

followed Oracle Note: 146721.1 which describes how to create earning elements which will be entered through 

on and transferred through BEE. Per the note we added the Input Value of Entry Effective Date and made all 

Input Values "Not Required". If using on once you run flexfield mapping Oll will map the "Date Earned" into the 

"Entry Effective Date" when sending the data to BEE. lhis allows for automation of decrementing the accrual 

balance based on employee entries of usage into Oll. 
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Accrual Plan Earning Element 

Eile fdil Yiew 10015 ~ndow t!elp ORACLE' 
~ '<$ ( ':; J .'1 J 

Name L_VACATION 

Descriplion OTL: Vacation 

Primary Classification Earnings 

Elfedive Dates 
From 01.JAN.1951 To 

I ,X l ,··i ciZ ~ ffil ~ ? 

Reporting Name Vacation 

Benefit Classification 

I'-ro_ce.ssi.!l.q ----.:=====--:----========-===:: - I Currency 
Advanced Recalculation 

Type 

. ' ~onrecurring 

USD 

USDprora~ll o~~:~: 
uuatl~ns·--- I ",,"J 

L Closed k(¥mtI!1tmM'm"t.ii)ifitiI.tiH=_.mt**;"'<+($Q4it:41jiji~;}~~ I8ecurring 

-Termination- J
:;~Iual Termination 

• Final I:;lose 

'~ Lasl Siandard Process 

Prionly 1526 

Skip Rule 

Once Ea 

Input Values flalance Feeds 

I 
Name Units 

Im'!.mIIC Money 

Entry Elfedive Date Date 

Hours Hours in Decin 

Rate Number 

Rate Code Charader 

User Database 

Sequence Required Enterable Item 
11 ~ 

2 ~ ~ 

2 ~ ~ 

:3 ~ ~ 

4 ~ ~ 

Accrual Plan Definition for Vacation and Sick Plans: 

Our four plans are defined with an Accrual Start as Beginning of Year and we have created our own PTO Accrual 

Formula and PTO Carryover Formula. These formulas are used in all four Vacation and Sick Plans. The Accrual 

Bands and Net Calculation Rules drive the differences between the plans. In the Grandfathered Vacation Plan 

there is just one Accrual Band and all employees receive the same accrual. We stored the annual rate here and 

our formula divides by 26 and rounds to the third decimal place in order to calculate the biweekly amount the 

employee receives. The ceiling is used in the formula as the value to compare the employee's current Net 

Calculation against when determining whether they should receive an accrual in the period or the accrual should 

be reduced so that they do not exceed the ceiling , 

We did not choose to define a Payroll Balance. Accruals visible through the OTL Self Service timecard are 

referencing the element associated with the plan eligibility and therefore pull the employee balance as of the 

Monday of the weekly timecard they are viewing. Also, are OTL edits are using a function to retrieve the balance 

as of the beginning of the week in order to edit against overuse by our employees of their vacation and sick 

balances. 
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Grandfathered Vacation Plan Definition 

Eilo Edit '/lew Iools ~ndow !::!olp 

,+ ~ -;,:; !....'7 J ' I.,)' ) I . . ";' rfi WJ ~ ? 
- , 

Plan Name Vacation Plan· G Accrual Category Vacation 

Accrual Slart Beginning of Year Accrual Units Hours 

Description Vacation Plan for Grandfathered Employees 

Accrual Formula XXXl_PTO_VACATION_C Carry Over Formula XXXl_PTO_CARRYOVER 

I 

· Accrual Formulas-

Payroll Formula 

Absence Information 
Name l_VACATION_GJNFO 

,te 

' 

- Payroll Balan ce Reset Or 

o No Salance 1 January 

1 June ..' Hire Date Anniversary 

' Other 

Dimension Name 

Accrual eands 

r 
F~HesuT1S 

_ _ Balance_____________ 

=I"'lih •.• 

Years of SeMce 
From To 

n 99 

Units Hours 

Annual 
Rate 
192 

--~- ---. 

Ma ximum 
Carryover 
31U 

C~iling 

31U 

ORACLE' 

~ 

-=

At the time of saving the Accrual Plan four new elements are created, including the eligibility element and the 

Carryover element. Their links are created based on the link that you create for the element you enter in the 

"Absence Information" field. However, as noted above by deleting and re-adding the eligibility link as a "Standard 

Link" we were able to streamline the eligibility process for our accrual plans. 

Net Calculation Rules: The last piece of the accrual plan setup is the completion of the Net Calculation rules. 

The elements and associated rules that you create in this form will drive the way that the balance for a plan is 

calculated. Elements that should subtract from an employee's balance, such as earning elements used through 

on should be created with a "Subtract" Effect on Net, while carryover elements are added with an "Add" Effect 

on Net. We also chose to make available an Adjustment element which can be used by Payroll in order to add or 

subtract from an employee's balance if needed. Also listed are all of the Earning Elements, both Regular and 

Expat Earnings, that can be used by employees in OTL to record hours that should reduce their vacation balance. 

Each of these has the Date Input Value of "Entry Effective Date" which must be populated on the element in order 

to effectively decrement in the net calculation rules. 
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* * An important tip is that all earning elements must be created with the Entry Effective Date input value and 

added to the Net Calculation Rules prior to running the Generate Flexfield mapping if you want the automatic 

mapping of the date into that field to occur when running the transfer from OlL to BEE. 

file ~dit Yiew Iools "iiindow tje lp ORACLE" 
!.- + \, .~ ('7 ~ l" <: tJ () ' '> ' · i ,fi ffil ~ ? 

".._i. _'5:2: ~~• ....-;. 

'" 
Element Name Input Value Date Input Value Effect on Net 

l_VACATION Hours Entry Effective Date Subtract 


l_VACATION_AOJ Hours Entry Effective Date Add 


l _VACATION_G_IHFO Hours Subtract 


l_VACATION_SICK Hours Entry Effective Date Subtract 


l_VACATION_SICK_FMLA_EMPl Hours Entry Effective Date Subtract 


l_VACATION_SICK_FMlA_FAMIl Hours Entry Effective Date Subtract 


l_VAC_PAYOUT Hours Entry Effective Date Subtract 


N_VACATION18 Hours Entry Effective Date Subtract 

iI.ii.•Sth '''';1~.Tt·!...·)IUH~HI _. Hours Entry Effective Date Subtract 


N_VACSJ_E1B Hours Entry Effective Date Subtract 
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Non-Grandfathered Plan Setup: The main difference in the configuration for our Non-Grandfathered plan 

are the four accrual bands that are based on an employee's years of service. 

~ ,!" ~ i) () ,>' I·X J 

Plan Name Vacation Plan. NG 

Accrual Slart Beginning of Year 

G1J ~ ? 

Accru.al Calegory Vacation 

Accrual Unils Hours 

Descriplion Vacation Plan for NonGrandfathered Employees 

.!;1X 

I 
Accrual Formula. 

Accrual Formula XXXl_PTO_VACATION_C Carry Over Fonmula XXXl_PTO_CARRYOVER 

Payroll Formula 

Absence Information 

Name l_VACATION_INFO 

- Payroll Balance Reset Oate- -

.• ' No Balance 

,) 1 June 

Dimension Name 

.-: 1 January 

: ~. Hire Dale Ann ive rsary 

':.: Olher 

Accrual Bands 

'vorkers Compensation Lodes 

:t:-Titn"-· 

Years of Se rvice 
From To 

D 10 

10 

15 

20 

15 

20 

99 

iTlill:'r_ 

Annual Maximum 

Rate Carryover 

'120 240 

144 288 

,168 336 

192 384 

ORACLE 

~ 

Ceil ing 

240 

268 

336 

384 

Additional Data Considerations: While working through the design of our accrual formula we determined 

that additional data would need to be maintained on some employees to be used in the formula calculation. We 

chose to create an Assignment EIT specifically to store accrual related data for employees. 

The EIT contains the following fields: 

1. 	 An alternative service date - for employees in the Non-Grandfathered plan the accrual formula looks 

to see if an employee has a date populated in this field and if so they subtract the system date from 

this date in order to determine how many years of service an employee has and slot them into the 

correct accrual band 

2. 	 Oates to suspend an employee's ceiling - we store three dates which the formula uses, a start and 

end date of when the accrual formula should use a ceiling of 10,000 hours rather than that defined 

on the accrual band, as well as a date at which the employee's net balance should be reduced to the 

amount of the ceiling (it does so by adjusting their accrual for the year) 
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3. 	 Fields for an Override Accrual Rate and an Override Ceiling Rate - these fields were populated for 

employees transitioning in from a subcontractor who were allowed to continue to accrue at the 

amount they received with their prior employer. After determining what your accrual rate would be 

based on the normal criteria our formula looks to see if there is a value in this field and does a 

comparison to find the greater of the two. The employee receives the greater of the two accruals. 

This was done rather than creating a new plan because once these employees accumulate enough 

years of service to accrue greater amounts under our Non-Grandfathered plan they are supposed to 

do so. By building the exception .into our existing plan we do not need to change these employees in 

the future in order to maintain their correct accrual. 

Ell Example 

Eile ~dil Yiew Tools .l(findOW !::!elp ORACLE' 
, +~, .~ (7 ":; ~"' I , ~, ,..;l, ~ .,-' ' WI ;J ? 

I 
Type 

9180 Work Hours 


Additional Vacation Hours 


Exempt Disability/Rehab 


I Extra Accrual Plan Info 


FMlA Eligibility 

InjuIY TIme Eligibility 

lockout Employee Self Service Sne Service Dale 

Override VaclSick Hours Edit Ove rride Max Slart Dale 

Payroll Extended Wk Hours Auth o...rride Ma x End Dale 

Culback Dale 

Delails o...rri de Ac crual Rale 

Overri de Ceiling 

(B t;; an cel ) Clea r ) tjelp ) 

Qpen 
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We also defined an EIT at the Element Description Level with the same date fields for suspending the ceiling at the 

plan leve'l for a prescribed period of time. 

Element Description EIT: 

('7 ~.J :" 

Type
I Accrual Override 

Details 
122.0E C2008 .11.JAN -2009.12 .JAN -2009 

1">' , .. >-! c.P Gl ~ '? 

,lit: 

Override Max Start Date ".01111:1..11111:1 

Override Max End Date II.JAN-2009 

Cutback Date 12.JAH-2009 

Input 

litnut 

~ Cancel) Ciear) ~ 

Qpen 

ORACLE" 

,. 

Accrual Formula - The accrual formula developed by our Consulting Technical Developer, Sergey Rayzberg, is 

the mechanism for addressing the majority of our requirements. This one formula is used to calculate an 

employee's accrual for both the Grandfathered and Non-Grandfathered employees. In order to meet our 

requirements the formula does the following: 

1. 	 Makes a biweekly accrual determination based on whether an employee is Grandfathered or Non

Grandfathered 

2. 	 For Non-Grandfathered employees the formula is able to determine years of service by looking either 

at their hire date or the Alternative Service Date stored in our Assignment EIT and then slot them into 

the appropriate accrual band 

3. 	 If a Non-Grandfathered employee was hired prior to 1/1/08 and has less than 10 years of service the 

formula will slot them into the 10 to 15 year accrual band and ceiling determination 
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4. 	 If a Non-Grandfathered employee has an Override Accrual Rate and Override Ceiling stored in their 

Assignment EIT the formula will calculate their normal accrual based on years of service, compare it 

to the values stored in the EIT and give them the greater accrual and ceiling 

5. 	 Once the amount of the biweeldy accrual is determined the next step is to determine the amount to 

accrue for each week. The formula goes through a series of considerations in doing this: 

a. 	 Was the employee in an eligible Assignment Status on the last day of the week (i.e. not Leave 

without Pay) 

b. 	 Was the employee in an eligible Employment Category on the last day of the week (i.e. not 

Casual) 

c. 	 How many hours did the employee have of certain hours in a defined Element Set of eligible 

elements (hours are grouped by week based on Date Earned) 

i. 	 A Full Time employee is eligible and has at least one hour in of the defined elements 

they receive their full weekly accrual 

ii. 	 For Part Time employees the eligible hours are added together for the week and the 

employee's accrual is calculated as a proportion to full time 

6. 	 After calculating the accrual the formula reduces this amount if it determines that a full accrual will 

cause an employee's balance to exceed their ceiling, unless of course we have suspended the ceiling 

at the employee or plan level 

The formula itself although complex was manageable. By creating an exhaustive testing plan for the accrual 

formula we were able to ensure that even with all of its complexity it functions as intended. In addition, the 

flexibility of having an accrual balance that is calculating on the fly has eliminated many manual processes that our 

payroll team had to perform within our legacy system. Now, if an employee changes their timecard and adds 

vacation usage in the past the vacation balance is automatically updated once the data is transferred through BEE. 

Also, manual intervention is not required to remove accruals from employees who are put into ineligible statuses, 

even retroactively, because all of this automatically adjusts the next time the formula is called. 

Non-Accruing Plans: As mentioned we also needed to create some accrual plans which are used for a smaller 

portion of our population. These plans address specific business requirements, including a Catastrophic Leave 

Plan, in which employees are given a "balance" of paid time off hours that they are allowed to use. They never 

accrue additional hours and therefore we created a shell formula that always returns a '0' accrual. This was 

necessary in order to define the accrual plan on the accrual form. With this we were able to establish Net 

Entitlement rules which automate the maintenance of these balances by decrementing the usage as employees 

post their time through OTL. 
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Example Catastrophic Leave Plan: 

..:; l' l <: !) () ",., , i cfi ffil ;'l ? 

Plan Name Catastrophic Laave Plan 

Accrual Start Beginning of Year 

Description Catastrophic Leave Plan 

I 
Accrual Formulas 

Accrual Formula XXXL_PTO_SHELL_ACCR 

Payroll Formula 

.- Absence Information -

Accrual Category Vacation 

Accrual Units HoulS 

.faX 

Carry Over Formula XXXL_PTO_CARRYOVER 

Name L VACATION CATASTROPHIC 

- - - (.i tNriiM.:tffifWU35MW,·,·lfttji¥tt:·4fhiWfiIf$WMf¥¢i!iil;Mk¥#45D' 
Units HaulS 

Payroll Balance Reset 08te---

'. , No Balance 1 January 

;.., 1 June .Hire Date Anniversary 

:.. Other 

Dimension Name 

Formula Results 

Balance 

Accrual aands 

..J 

Years of SelVice 
From To 

D 99 

Annual 
Rate 

D 

Additional Considerations: One item that you may want to address in an implementation of Oracle Accrual 

plans is the cumbersome nature of analyzing the history behind an employee's accrual balance by a functional end 

user. Our Payroll office fields numerous calls on a regular basis from employees who are questioning their accrual 

balances. With standard Oracle functionality the end user would have to date track through the Accrual form 

located at Fast Path> Accruals in order to analyze an employee's accruals and usage as they are posted every 

biweekly period. In order to facilitate this process we developed and deployed a custom PTO Detail Report which 

can be run by employee and accrual plan for a specific period of time. The report returns data by biweekly period 

and provides detail on accruals, adjustments and usage for each period, as well as a running balance by period. 

This report allows our Payroll office to quickly scan through and identify areas where an employee did not receive 

their full accrual or had some type of adjustment occur. 
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Conclusion: Many lessons can be learned from a business system implementation, but most challenging to 

many companies is the very different nature of implementing within off the shelf software, such as Oracle. Re

engineering, a common buzz word in ERP implementations is necessary but can often be misinterpreted or poorly 

timed. Re-engineering business processes to fit within the available options of your software can be a valuable 

exercise and one which will position you for a successful implementation. Re-engineering with no knowledge of 

the software you are looking to implement can merely lead to undeliverable requirements which can impede any 

well intentioned project. In utilizing the above practice our project successfully met very complex requirements. 

Oracle Accrual plans functionality proved to be very configurable and with excellent technical assistance we 

delivered a system with improved capabilities and effectively reduced functional workload. 
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